
9 October 1951

ITEMS OF SPECIAL INTEREST

1. This office is extremely interested in obtaining a great deal of
information concerning the hypo-spray and its possible use in connection
with our work. This should involve contacting

and tne proper group in th
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This is supposed zo be an K^S^^^iri^Snro.iect involving a serip.q
of interrogations n
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stc . Kofc only a wa ^_
terested in what information they obtain, but we would like tadSji^^.'what
methods they are"
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using, their techniques
, anf if they areorf^^p^chines

and instruments to assist them in their work. tsr



7. We have received information that an extensive studv for ou.ick
seining methods is being mode by

- <L
We would like more information on this progrjlM .

8. It is believed that valuable information could be obtained by
Sgpdjng of a comoetent rerson or team to such institutions as th®

9.

Many months aco this office nrooosed that a comoetent medical
authority visit theM^gm^S^ end examine a "sleep inducing Q
machine" which was reported being used in their hospital. This device,
which we are informed is not a "shock" instrument, might possibly be •

valuable in our work and should definitely be examined.

, has recently
certainly the Polygraph Unit (we do not know whether they are aware of
this) would be interested in the nature of this work.
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11. This office has received a recent paper concerning a special
type of interrogation based on a device called "side-tone delav". The
operation of which was witnessed hvWMLMiteaBHBia^^ the

Our information is not good in this connection
but what we have clearly indicates that the technique and instrument
should be examined by this office and by the Polygraph Unit. Could this
«be arranged through- your liaison connections?;’
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